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technical description and material quantities

On the location of MZ Klisa it is proposed to build 
two (2) new pavillions, that have a function of urban 
furniture, event space or space for workshops/meet-
ings. Furthermore, they make space intergral and 
connected. 
STRUCTURE:To achieve a transperent, lightweight 
effect of the structure, is the construction made of 
welded stainless steel, with white, anti-corossion 
coating. For horisontal stability, as well as for shad-
ing (together with ivy greenery) steel cables are 
mounted onto frames. Joints of the cables can man-
ually be tightened, loosened or removed for easy 
assembly and maintance.

FLOOR:Main path is renovated with terracco con-
crete, the playground is resized, renovated and 
floored with soft tartan material. On basketball field 
only maintance works are made. In the plac of pre-
vious parking a new walking path is proposed to 
connect the location with the surrounding green belt. 
For easy maintance it is made of rough concrete. 
A new miltifunctional square is proposed between 
basketball lcourt and playground. It is covered with 
prefabricated concrete panels,  that are profiled upo 
casting to prevent a slippery
surface. 

GREENERY:To conclude the avenue, new trees are 
planted. New ivy plants are planted in concrete pots  
by the steel pavillions. Ivy grows on steel cables and 
connests pavillions with greenery while also provid-
ing shading.

MATERIALS LIST:

1) steel profile 100/100/5 mm: 523,8 m

2) steel cable (5mm): 900 m

3) concrete for founations:90m3

4) floor concrete:412m2

5) prefabricated concrete panels: 216 m2

6) tartan floor: 271 m2

7) planted trees: 16 pcs

8) ivy plants (with concrete pots):30 pcs
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